To Make This Card You Will Need the Following Items
Paper
1 piece of thick Whisper White 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼” for card base
2 pieces of Real Red cut to 4” x 5 ¼” for layering
1 piece of Real Red cut to 4” x 5 ¼” for cutting frame from
1 piece of Shaded Spruce from measuring 3 ¾” x 5” to cut 2 pine trees from
1 piece of striped DSP from the Wrapped in Plaid DSP 6” x 6” set measuring 3 ¾” x 5”
2 piece of Whisper White measuring 3 ¾” x 5” one for layering and 1 for cutting white oval
from
1 tiny piece of gold foil to cut star from
1 piece of Whisper White measuring 2” x 3”to cut Merry Christmas Label from
1 piece of Shaded Spruce measuring 2” x 3”to cut Merry Christmas Label from
Stamp Set
Merry Christmas To All Photopolymer Stamp Set
Toile Christmas
Die &Embossing Folders
Heirloom Frames & 3D Embossing Folder
Punches
Pine Tree Punch
Everyday Punch
Twinkle Builder Punch
Ink
Real Red Classic Stampin’ Pad
Embellishments
Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels
Adhesive
Tombow Liquid Multipurpose Glue
Stampin’ Dimensionals’
Tools
Stamparatus
Bone Folder
Big Shot or some kind of Die Cutting Machine-(Stampin’ UP no longer sells a die cutting
machine) I recommend an electric one. I love mine!

Scissors
Take Your Pick Tool
Simply Shammy for cleaning stamps
Some kind of Paper Cutter (Stampin’ UP no longer sells a paper cutter)

Directions for Card Assembly
Step 1. Cut and score all your cardstock according to measurements above.
Step 2. Stamp Merry Christmas on a piece of Whisper White measuring 2” x 3”. Also stamp
inside sentiment on the piece of Whisper White Whisper piece measuring 3 ¾” x 5”.
Step 3. Take the Everyday Punch and cut out the Merry Christmas Label making sure to center
your sentiment. Now cut out a label from the Shaded Spruce measuring 2” x 3”, so you can
frame the sentiment with it. In order to do that cut the Shaded Spruce label in half from side
to side. Then, put a little glue on the top of the back of your sentiment label. Place the
Shaded Spruce piece so that you have a slight border across the top. Now do the same at the
bottom. Trim away any edges on the side that may be protruding. Finally put Stampin
Dimensionals on the back of this sentiment piece. Lay aside.
Step 4. Take the Pine Tree Punch and cut out 2 pine trees from Shaded Spruce piece
measuring 3 ¾” x 5”.
Step 5. Take the oval die and cut out the frame piece from the Real Red cut to 4” x 5 ¼”. Also
take the same oval and cut another frame and oval from the Whisper White cut to 4” x 5 ¼”.
Now you will need the Real Red Frame and the White Oval Center piece for the card. Save the
other pieces for another card.
Step 6. Spritz the Real Red Frame with water or alcohol and place it carefully in the embossing
folder. Line up carefully and run through your die cutting machine. Always cut the oval then
run through the die cutting machine or you will flatten out the design in your frame.
Step 7. Take the Twinkle Punch and cut out a star or if you have a glue on star that will work
equally well.
Step 8. Glue the Striped DSP to the Real Red cardstock. Next glue the Real Red Oval Frame
onto the DSP. Now glue the Whisper Oval in the center of the frame. Check to see which way

it fits best before putting glue on it. Take one of your Pine Trees and glue in the lower end of
the oval. You may also put your star on now.
Step 9. Glue this piece to the front of your card.
Step 10. Remove the protective coverings on the back of the sentiment label and adhere to
the upper end of the oval.
Step 11. Glue the second Pine Tree on the left side of the bottom of the sentiment piece.
Now glue this piece to the right side of the inside base of the card.
Step 12. Add your Red Rhinestones to the tree on the outside of the card for a splash of shine
and color.
All finished!

